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Abstract
The shift for greater attention in critically assessing the impact of
peer supportive treatments on psychiatric and associated symptoms
in addition to substance use within addiction research is crucial as
psychiatric symptoms are highly prevalent within this population and
may impact outcome. This is even more important during the initial
phases of treatment due to withdrawal often including an increase in
psychiatric symptoms and associated high risk for relapse. We received National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) funding to conduct a
Stage Ib (initial randomized controlled piloting of a new intervention)
study to evaluate the efficacy of Mentorship for Addiction Problems
(MAP). MAP is a novel behavioral intervention that formalizes client-to-client mentorship relationships as an adjunct to Treatment as
Usual (TAU). Sixty-five participants (17 Later Recovery Participants/
LRP eligible as Mentors and 48 Early Recovery Participants/ERP
eligible as Mentees) with substance use disorders, including alcohol, cannabis, opioid, and cocaine, were randomized to MAP+TAU
or TAU. LRP met lifetime diagnosis for substance abuse or dependence and were 6 months abstinent from drugs and alcohol. ERP
met current diagnosis for substance abuse or dependence and were
actively using substances. For participants randomized to MAP, for
each of the two cohorts, a pool of 4-5 Mentors were formed and
engaged in mentoring activities for 24 weeks until 12-13 Mentees
who were newly admitted participated in MAP for 12 weeks. Behav-
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ioral assessments and biological objective substance use measures
were conducted at baseline, weekly, monthly, and termination of the
study for all participants and during the 12 week follow-up for ERP.
This paper focused on data pertaining to the 48 ERP. Beyond reduction of substance use described in the main paper, significant
improvements in psychiatric symptoms, quality of life, and global
clinical functioning occurred for ERP in MAP. In conclusion, MAP
shows promise in assisting in the reduction of psychiatric symptoms
and overall improvements of quality of life and clinical functioning.
Keywords: Behavioral treatment; MAP; Peer support; Psychiatric
symptoms; Quality of life; Substance use

Introduction
The use of social support as a means of treatment continues to
garner momentum within the mental health community [1-2]. Social
support is based upon the idea that one can gain support from others
within their social network with the goal of promoting self-efficacy,
coping skills, goal attainment, and enhancing their overall sense of
well-being [3-5]. More specifically, peer support is a form of social
support that involves a like-minded peer who engages in a relationship with another individual based on mutual understanding and personal experience with the condition targeted in treatment [1,4,6-8].
The shared experience helps to establish a nonjudgmental and understanding relationship, further enabling the individual receiving support to gain a deeper understanding of the condition and learn more
effective coping skills [1,5,9]. In addition, the individuals gain a sense
of belonging and community, whereas they otherwise are apt to feel
isolated or stigmatized by others [9].
Socially isolated adults are less likely to be receptive to change
their addiction behavior [10]. Peer support treatments have shown to
be an effective and important resource in the treatment of substance
use disorders [8,11]. These services have been beneficial in helping
patients achieve a reduction and/or total abstinence from substances
[12-14], as well as improving quality of life [15,16]. Impairment to
quality of life is a common experience for patients with Substance
Use Disorders (SUD) upon entering treatment and is associated with
increased psychiatric symptom severity [15]. Quality of life encompasses general life satisfaction with everyday experiences and events
including for example family, social, and employment as well as the
importance they hold for the individual [17]. Peer support interventions have also shown a positive effect in reducing psychiatric symptoms [18,19]. Within a systematic review to assess this effect, peer
support treatments were associated with symptom reduction and an
improvement in functioning for patients, ranging from domains of
employment, hospitalizations, social activities, and attitudes about
treatment [9]. While the results were overall positive, the review noted limitations and a need for further research. Specifically, there is a
need for randomized trials, as their sample was primarily qualitative.
The shift to assess impact on psychiatric and associated symptoms
in addition to substance use in research is important as psychiatric
symptoms are highly prevalent within the population of patients
diagnosed with substance use disorders [20-22]. A meta-analysis
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conducted found that the comorbidity of depression with alcohol use
disorder ranged from 24.3% to 48.5% [23]. Clinical samples have an
even higher co-occurrence, ranging from 50-70% [21]. This is higher
than in the general population, which has a 20.8% prevalence of mood
disorders [24]. Due to this elevated prevalence, the treatment for these
patients needs to promote sobriety while working to decrease psychiatric symptoms to create a holistic sense of well-being.
Current literature highlights the effect of substance withdrawal
on psychiatric symptoms. During periods of withdrawal, patients are
likely to experience an increase in their psychiatric symptoms and a
decrease in global functioning [23,25,26]. This makes the onset of
treatment a particularly important time. As patients are likely to be
suffering from effects of withdrawal and increased psychiatric symptoms upon first entry into treatment, the first 30 days of treatment
through two months are crucial as researchers have found that the rate
of relapse is at its highest during this timeframe [27-30].
Furthermore, psychiatric symptoms can impede the treatment process and outcome [21-23]. A meta-analysis found that patients with
depressive symptoms and a co-occurrence of Alcohol Dependence
had an overall poorer prognosis [21]. Findings also show these participants were overall less motivated, less compliant, and displayed a
higher craving for alcohol than non-depressed counterparts, as well as
a higher and more rapid rate of relapse [21,23].
During initial treatment, there is an increased need for efficacious
and supportive treatments for patients as this represents a difficult
lifestyle transition [23,26]. Peer-support treatments that place emphasis on the first 30 days are needed where there is an increased vulnerability for patients with SUD who also may suffer from increased
psychiatric symptoms. The present study is the first, to our knowledge, aimed at directly addressing the need for interventions targeting
initial stages of treatment in order to reduce psychiatric symptom severity and improve participant functioning. First through Mentorship
for Alcohol Problems (MAP), a Stage Ia alcohol study conducted
during the onset of treatment [13], followed by the current Stage Ib
study, Mentorship for Addiction Problems (MAP),which more closely focused on initial treatment with an expansion to include broader
substance using populations while assessing the impact on psychiatric
and associated symptoms.

Materials and Methods
Our initial uncontrolled Stage Ia National Institute on Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) funded treatment development project revealed not only promising findings, but the multiple substance
using nature of the patient population in addition to the acceptability and feasibility of mentorship for MAP for the treatment of SUD.
Thus, we received National Institutes of Health (NIH)/National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) funding within this project to conduct a
Stage Ib randomized controlled pilot study to evaluate the efficacy of
this approach with individuals who abused a broader group of substances.
MAP is a new behavioral treatment that formalizes client-to-client mentorship relationships as an adjunct to standard outpatient
substance abuse treatment. It is comprised of selection, training, and
supervision procedures to enable successful recovering patients to
serve as Mentors for clients who are early in the recovery process.
MAP mentorship is conceived as an optional module that can be
incorporated into professionally run treatment programs based on a
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wide range of treatment philosophies. Mentees are assigned a Mentor
upon admission to outpatient substance abuse treatment for 12 weeks.
Mentoring activities revolve around assisting mentees in progressing
toward individualized treatment goals during 1 hour group mentoring
and 1-4 hours of interaction within and outside of the treatment setting per week starting during the first 30 days of treatment when vulnerability to relapse and drop out is high. Mentors underwent Mentor
training consisting of 1 hour training sessions 2 times per week for 4
weeks prior to mentoring in addition to providing the individual and
group mentorship contact to multiple mentees during their 24 week
term. The following are the topics covered in the 4 week Mentortraining period: 1) Overview of MAP, 2) Understanding policy and
procedures (e.g., interacting with system), 3) Your role as a Mentor,
(e.g.,(e.g., boundaries), 4) Helping your mentee maintain sobriety/
modified GAS, 5) Maintaining your own sobriety in the process, 6)
What to do in a crisis (e.g., suicidal ideation, homicidal ideation), 7)
Managing mental health issues, 8) HIV/infectious disease (ID) risk
reduction and 9) Being sensitive to diversity. Supervision is provided
by a professional staff member on an ongoing basis during weekly 1
hour Mentor group supervision and ad hoc if needed.
Later Recovery Participants (LRP) and Early Recovery Participants (ERP) with substance use disorders were randomly assigned
using an urn randomization program to either MAP plus Treatment
as Usual (TAU) or TAU alone. LRP met the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV-TR Axis I Disorders (SCID-I/P) lifetime diagnosis for substance abuse or dependence and were 6 months abstinent
from drugs and alcohol [31]. ERP met current SCID-I/P diagnosis
for substance abuse or dependence and were actively using substances. There were two cohorts. For participants in the MAP condition,
within each cohort, a pool of 4-5 LRP Mentors engaged in mentoring
activities for 24 weeks until 12-13 recently admitted (within the last
30 days) ERP mentees participated in MAP for 12 weeks. Mentoring
activities included weekly contact such as phone calls or meeting in
the community/hospital (e.g., getting coffee, sitting in common areas,
eating lunch together) to discuss goals, coping skills, and general life
experiences. Behavioral and biological measures were conducted at
baseline, weekly, monthly, and termination of the study for all participants as well as during the ERP 12 week follow-up phase.
Included in the scope of this paper are the results from the Addiction Severity Index (ASI-Lite) Psychiatric Section, Quality of Life Inventory (QOLI), Substance Clinical Global Impression Scale (SCGI),
and General Self Efficacy Scale (GSE). MAP’s positive impact on
substance use will be reported in the forthcoming main paper for the
study.
The ASI [32] is a standardized, multidimensional, semi-structured,
comprehensive clinical interview that provides clinical information
important for formulating treatment plans as well as problem severity
profiles in six domains commonly affected in substance abuse: Chemical abuse (drug and alcohol), medical, psychiatric, legal, family/social, and employment/support. ASI composite scores were calculated
using scoring methodology for psychiatric symptom severity; scores
ranged from 0-1, with higher scores indicating greater severity [33].
Internal consistency reliability for the ASI for psychiatric symptom
severity in this sample, measured using Cronbach’s alpha, was excellent (standardized alpha=0.81).
The Quality of Life Inventory (QOLI) is a questionnaire that assesses quality of life through levels of satisfaction and importance
Volume 4 • Issue 1 • 100009
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within 16 key areas of life including love, work and recreation. It has
32 Likert items that are either on a three-point scale for importance
(0,1,2) or a 6-point scale for satisfaction (-3,-2,-1,1,2,3). Score for
satisfaction and importance are multiplied for each of the 16 domains
and that score is summed across domains to obtain a total score. Higher scores reflect greater levels of satisfaction and importance in areas
of quality of life resulting in overall higher ratings of quality of life.
Internal consistency reliabilities range from 0.79-0.88 for the life satisfaction scales and from 0.44-0.82 for the objective QOL [34]. In this
sample, internal consistency reliability for the QOLI was excellent
(standardized alpha=0.87).
The Substances Clinical Global Impressions-Self (SCGI-S) scale
was adapted from the CGI for use in multi-center substance abuse
clinical trials and evaluates areas of reported use, substance seeking
behavior, psychiatric symptoms, physical/medical problems, and
maladaptive coping. Each item is rated for overall severity ranging
from 1 (no symptoms) to 7 (among the most extreme symptoms) and
totaled with higher scores indicating greater severity of substance
abuse. The SCGI has been found to be a reliable and valid measure
of global functioning, correlates with actual use/related functioning
problems, and provides a time efficient outcome measure for short
term trials [35]. The internal consistency reliability for the SCGI-S in
this sample was excellent (standardized alpha=0.90).
The General Self-Efficacy Scale (GSE) is a psychometric scale assessing for self-efficacy, which is the optimistic beliefs about coping
skills and ability to deal with life challenges [36]. The scale consists
of 10 items ranked on a 4-point Likert scale ranging from 0 (not at all)
to 4 (exactly true). We utilized this scale as one form of assessment of
participants’ belief in ability to change circumstances to see if there
were any differences in groups that may contribute to their belief in
their ability to change substance use. Reliability for the GSE has been
tested in 23 countries, with Cronbach’s alphas ranging from 0.76 to
0.90 [36]. In this sample, the internal consistency reliability of the
GSE was also excellent (standardized alpha=0.90).
Mean scores for all instruments were compared between treatment
arms across study weeks using linear mixed models. Statistical significance was indicated where p<0.05. All analyses were conducted using SAS Version 9.3 [37]. Data utilized in the analyses and presented
are on the 48 ERP, Mentees who were in MAP and received mentorship compared to counterparts within the control condition. There are
two additional forthcoming papers that discuss the positive impact on
LRP participants and the main substance use outcomes for the study.

(n=48) ranged from 21-69 years with the mean age being 45.6 years,
SD=13.3. 35(73%) were males. 13(27%) were White, 13(27%) Hispanic, 16(33%) Black, and 6(13%) other non-Hispanic. For Substance Use and Psychiatric Disorders: 40(83%) had an Alcohol, Cannabis, 27(56%); Opioid, 12(25%); or Cocaine, 21(44%) Substance
Use Disorder with 18(38%) having a co-occurring mood disorder
and 16(33%) having a co-occurring anxiety disorder. 19(40%) were
homeless.
Characteristic

All Mentees
(n=48)

MAP Condition
(n=24)

Control
(n=24)

p-value*

Age in years, mean (SD)

45.6 (13.3)

48.5 (12.1)

42.7 (14.0)

0.129

35 (73%)

18 (75%)

17 (71%)

0.745

White non-Hispanic

13 (27%)

6 (25%)

7 (29%)

0.624

Black non-Hispanic

16 (33%)

10 (42%)

6 (25%)

Hispanic

13 (27%)

5 (21%)

8 (33%)

Other non-Hispanic

6 (13%)

3 (13%)

3 (13%)

High school graduate
or less

23 (48%)

10 (42%)

13 (54%)

More than high school

25 (52%)

14 (58%)

11 (46%)

19 (40%)

11 (46%)

8 (33%)

0.376

Mood

18 (38%)

10 (42%)

8 (33%)

0.551

Anxiety

16 (33%)

10 (42%)

6 (25%)

0.221

Sex
Male
Race/ethnicity

Education
0.386

Currently homeless
Homeless
Psychiatric disorder**

Substance use disorder**
Alcohol

40 (83%)

21 (88%)

19 (79%)

0.701

Cannabis

27 (56%)

12 (50%)

15 (63%)

0.383

Opioid

12 (25%)

5 (21%)

7 (29%)

0.505

Cocaine

21 (44%)

9 (38%)

12 (50%)

0.383

Days of drug or alcohol
use, 30 days prior to intervention, mean (SD)

4.3 (5.8)

3.8 (4.6)

4.9 (6.9)

0.511

Table 1: Baseline characteristics of ERP compared across conditions.
Note: MAP=Mentorship for Alcohol Problems. SD=Standard Deviation. Values are
represented as N (%). *P-value associated with chi-square test or Fisher Exact test for
all variables but age and days of drug or alcohol use (t-test for difference in means).
**Does not add to 100% because groups are not mutually exclusive.

Results

Psychiatric symptoms

Participant flow
Seventy-five patients were approached to participate in the MAP
program and 65(87%) signed informed consent. Of the patients excluded from the study 5(7%) were lost to follow-up, 2(3%) did not
meet the required length of time of sobriety, 2(3%) had conflicting
medical conditions and 1(1%) displayed historic episodes of violence.
Of the 65 participants, 17 were LRP candidates for Mentors and 48
were ERP candidates for Mentees. The 48 ERP was the sample this
paper is based upon.

There were no significant differences for psychiatric ASI com
posite scores between the two conditions at baseline. There was a significant difference in how scores changed across the entire study period weeks 0-24 (p=0.031), with scores decreasing steadily for MAP
intervention ERP and increasing for control ERP particularly during
follow up weeks 13-24, on average. Beyond substance use ASI composite scores, which were reported in the main paper resulting from
the study which is in the process of being published, there were no
other significant differences found in other non-substance ASI composite scores (Figure 1).

Demographics

Quality of life

There were no significant differences between conditions on
common demographic variables (Table 1). The age of participants

There were no significant differences for total QOLI Scores between the two conditions at baseline. On average, during active treat-
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ment weeks 0-12, total QOLI scores significantly increased for MAP
intervention ERP, but decreased for control ERP (p=0.029). There
were no significant differences found during follow-up weeks 13-24
(Figure 2).

in addition to substance use within addiction research is crucial as
psychiatric symptoms are highly prevalent within this population and
may impact outcome. This is even more important during the initial
phases of treatment due to withdrawal and associated high risk for
relapse. While some data exists, in a recent meta-analysis, limitations
on these data have been noted highlighting the need for randomized
controlled studies.

Figure 1: Addiction Severity Index (ASI) composite score for psychiatric symptom
severity by treatment arm among ERP during active treatment and follow-up.
Figure 3: Substance Clinical Global Impression Scale-Self (SCGI- S) score by treatment arm among ERP during active treatment.

Early in treatment when individuals may be struggling with psychiatric symptoms associated with withdrawal, having a treatment
that could help to better manage of these symptoms can potentially
improve outcomes and increase likelihood of initial and sustained abstinence. In addition, individuals who have co-occurring psychiatric
conditions can also benefit and potentially achieve improved substance use disorder outcomes with treatments that positively impact
psychiatric symptoms. As a result, there is a need to develop treatments that not only target reduction of substance use, but also better
manage psychiatric and associated symptoms.

Figure 2: Quality of life inventory (QOLI) score by treatment arm among ERP during
active treatment.

Clinical global impression
There were no significant differences for total SCGI Scores between the two conditions at baseline. On average, total SCGI scores
decreased steadily for ERP in the MAP invention condition, but fluctuated in the control condition during active treatment weeks 0-12
(p=0.047). Although scores were lower among MAP intervention
ERP compared to control ERP during the follow-up weeks 13-24 on
average, there were no significant differences found during this period
(Figure 3).

General self efficacy
There was no significant difference for total GSE scores between
the two conditions across the study period weeks 0-24 (p=0.107).
There was also no significant different between conditions in how
GSE scores changed across the study period (p=0.809).

Discussion
The shift for greater attention in critically assessing the impact of
peer supportive treatments on psychiatric and associated symptoms
J Alcohol Drug Depend Subst Abus ISSN: 2572-9594, Open Access Journal
DOI: 10.24966/ADSD-9594/100009

Mentorship for Addiction Problems (MAP), a new peer to peer
supportive treatment which targets providing support during the initial phases of treatment, was associated with improved psychiatric
and associated symptoms. Psychiatric ASI composite scores, steadily
decreased for participants in the MAP intervention across the entire
study participation both within active treatment and during follow-up
while they increased for those participants in standard treatment
alone.
During the active phase of the intervention, overall severity of
functioning improvement was associated with involvement in MAP.
Total clinical global impression severity ratings, which consider not
only substance, but psychiatric and associated symptoms in overall
ratings, decreased steadily for those participants in the MAP intervention during the active treatment phase, but fluctuated for those in
treatment as usual alone.
Although substance use has multiple negative effects on the individual using, there are also immediately reinforcing effects of
physical sensation or engagement within a social structure. When an
individual stops using they are void of this reinforcement to feel a
sense of pleasure. In addition, often they have burnt the bridges with
non-substance based relationships that may have been relied on in the
past for pleasure, so they have lost social connection outside of using based relationships. Therefore, it is critical to develop treatments
that also create natural reinforcements within the individual’s life.
Volume 4 • Issue 1 • 100009
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For example, the mentoring activities are instrumental in creating a
space for social and fun experiences that do not include substance
use. During active treatment, quality of life significantly increased for
those within MAP, but decreased for those in treatment as usual alone.
These quality of life improvements shown in MAP may be associated
with improvements in psychiatric symptoms. Impairment to quality
of life has been found to be a common experience for patients with
SUD upon entering treatment and has been shown to be associated
with increased psychiatric symptom severity [15]. Future studies further investigating this relationship are warranted.
In further attempts to understand our results, we chose to measure
self-efficacy to begin to examine the participant’s confidence in their
ability to succeed in making change happen in their life, which may
contribute to the participant’s overall ability to manage changes in
substance use. Confidence in ability to change substance use behavior
has been noted as an important outcome to assess addiction interventions [38]. There were no significant differences between our treatment groups.
It should be noted that this is a Stage Ib study. Similar to other
Stage I studies, there are limitations due to sample size, which may
impact ability to detect statistically significant differences between
groups. However, beyond reduction of substance use discussed in the
main paper, even with these limitations, MAP shows much promise
in improving management of psychiatric and associated symptoms
among those early in substance use disorder treatment. In addition, it
may offer a foundation to begin to develop other areas of one’s life to
offer a valuable competing reinforcement to substance use.
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